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www.nipslab.org ! TN: what is it and why should we bother with it? 
! The connection between noise and dissipation 
!  ICT, dissipation, fluctuation and all that 
! What can we do with all this noise ? 
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What is it and why should we bother with it? 
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Every physics lecture should start with an experiment 
E. Einstein 

Where does this noise comes from? 

Motion equation 

The almost “simple” pendulum 

Small oscilation approximation, 
with damping 
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What if we wait long enough ? 

The very small oscillation limit. 
Let the pendulm swing freely… 

Mass m= 1 Kg 
Length l = 1 m 
rms motion = 2 10-11 m  

Mass m= 1 g 
Length l = 1 m 
rms motion = 6 10-10 m 

Mass m= 10-6 g 
Length l = 1 m 
rms motion  approx 1 micron 
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h = 100 µm 
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10-15 

7 L.Gammaitoni et al., unpublished 8 



Where all these fluctuations come from? 

1828 R. Brown 
1905 A. Einstein 
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To describe such a dynamics it is 
necessary to introduce a statistical 
approach:  a) Fokker-Plank equation 

   b) Langevin Equation 
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Generalization: 
The viscous drag expression can be generalized in order to describe a 
wider class of damping functions ! !
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For the pendulum we get: !! ( ) ! ( )
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In the spectral domain, for a linear system, is always possible to write its 
response to an external force like: X H F( ) ( ) ( )! ! !=

The F-D Theorem can be written here as:  
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Where H is the system transfer function. 
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and all that… 
Quite recently ICT (Information and Communication technology) has become an 
interesting playground for fluctuations due to the presence of significant dissipation… 

E. Pop, Energy Dissipation and Transport in Nanoscale Devices, Nano Res (2010) 3: 147–169 

in US 
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and all that… 
The ICT share of energy consumption has a direct inpact on our carbon footprint 

Report “SMART 2020: Enabling the low carbon economy in the information age” 
Climate Group of Global eSustainability Initiative (GeSI).  

An ICT device is a machine that inputs information and energy (under the form 
of work), processes both and outputs information and energy (mostly under 
the form of heat). 

Energy efficiency is usually defined as the percentage of energy input to a 
device that is consumed in useful work and not wasted as useless heat,  

Energy (work) 

ICT device 

Dissipative properties 

Inf. Processing properties 

Heat sink 

Information 

Information 

Let’s give a closer look 
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The energy efficiency issue: some clues… 

Three components have been identified for digital power consumption: 
•  dynamic power used during switching (for charging and discharging the inverter load)  
•  subthreshold leakage power   
•  short-circuit power  

E. Pop, Energy Dissipation and Transport in 
Nanoscale Devices, Nano Res (2010) 3: 147 

However the present modelling of 
energy dissipation mechanism is 
based on microscale 3D system 
templates and is NOT adequate to 
represent nanoscale 2D, 1D 
devices… 

Knowledge needed: 
Phonons community 
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The energy efficiency issue: some more clues… 
There are fundamental physics LIMITS that are relevant 

Landauer limit to minimum energy for logically irreversible operation 

Energy per elementary logic operation. From: Shekhar 
Borkar, Electronics beyond nano-scale CMOS, Proceedings 
of the 43rd annual Design Automation Conference, p. 807, 
San Francisco, CA, USA, 2006  

Emin = KT log 2 = 10-21 J 

Margolus, N. & Levitin, L. B. 
The maximum speed of dynamical evolution. 
Physica D 120, 188–195 (1998) 
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2 Quantum limit from Energy/time 
uncertainity relation 
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The energy efficiency issue: some more clues… 
There are fundamental physics ISSUES that are relevant 

Nanoscale thermodynamics vs macroscale thermodynamics 1 

2 Non-equilibrium statistical mechanics vs standard statistical mechanics 

3 Linear dynamics vs Nonlinear dynamics 

Hill, Terrell, L., (2001). “Nanothermodynamics”, Nanoletters, 1, 111, 273 

At the nanoscale, in fact, thermal fluctuations, negligible at higher scale, become the 
most relevant factor and non-equilibrium thermodynamics approaches are required as 
opposed to the traditional concepts based on equilibrium energy balances. Non-
equilibrium work relations, mainly in the form of “fluctuation theorems”, have shown 
to provide valuable information on the role of non-equilibrium fluctuations.  

- Bustamante, C., Liphardt, J. and Ritort, F., The nonequilibrium thermodynamics of small systems, 
PHYSICS TODAY, 2005, 58, p.43-48.  
- F. Ritort, Work fluctuations, transient violations of the second law and free-energy recovery 
methods: Perspectives in Theory and Experiments, Poincare Sem. 2 (2003) 193. 
- Gallavotti G., Cohen E.G.D., Dynamical ensembles in nonequilibrium statistical mechanics, Phys 
Rev Lett, 2694  (1995).  

Knowledge needed: 
Phonons community 

Information is physical !!! 

The well-known laws of heat and work transformation that lie at the base of the 
classical thermodynamics are going to need a rethinking. The very basic mechanism 
behind energy dissipation requires a new definition when non-equilibrium processes 
involving only few degrees of freedom are considered.  

the description of energy transformation processes at the nanoscale aimed at 
unveiling new mechanisms for powering next generations of ICT devices. 

CHALLENGE: 

Industrial Revolution  
XVIII-XIX  

Heat-Work  
relations 

ICT Revolution  
XX-XXI  

Fluctuation-Dissipation 
relations 
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To address this challenge a multidisciplinary approach is required.  

Dissipation proc. & non-equilibrium relaxation in solid-state  

A new understanding of charge and heat transport in materials  

Relation between information and energy dissipation 

Energy proc. in Browian motors and bio-inspired energy transf. 

Noise operated logic gates and stochastic computing 

N(O)EMS as basic elements to implement the ICT functions  

Theor. Physics 

Material Science 

Comp. Science 

Enginering 

Comp. Science / Physics/ Math 

Bio/Eng 
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Putting thermal!fluctuations at work 
Few examples from the agenda… 

Noise tollerant logic gates 1 

Noise driven sensors 2 

Random vibrations energy harvesting 3 

Brownian motors 4 
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First step: address the role 
of noise in standard logic 
gates 

Aim of this work: 
To develop and test a new class of stochastic logic gates 

Second step: design a new 
class of noise tollerant logic 
gates 

Noise tollerant logic gates 1 

www.fisica.unipg.it/subtle 
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First step: address the role 
of noise in standard logic 
gates 

Noise tollerant logic gates 1 

"   To develop and test a new class of stochastic logic gates 

Aim: design a new class of 
noise tollerant logic gates 

The split RTD 
(Resonant Tunnelling Diode) 

Noise tollerant logic gates 1 

Universal and reconfigurable logic gates in a compact three-terminal resonant tunneling diode,  
L. Worschech; F. Hartmann; T. Y. Kim; S. Hofling; M. Kamp; A. Forchel; J. Ahopelto; I. Neri; A. Dari; L. 
Gammaitoni , Applied Physics Letters, Volume 96, Number 4, p.042112, (2010) 



Interplay between noise and deterministic input, Stochastic Resonance like behaviour 

Stochastic resonance, L. Gammaitoni; P. Hänggi; P. Jung; F. Marchesoni , Reviews of Modern 
Physics, Volume 70, Issue 1, p.223 - 287, (1998) 

1 

0 0 | 1 
1 0 | 1 
0 1 | 1 
1 1 | 0 

Determine experimental Input-Output relationships as a function of the 
deterministic (periodic) driving. 

Can be interpreted as NAND logic 
response 

0 0 | 1 
1 0 | 0 
0 1 | 0 
1 1 | 0 

Can be interpreted as NOR logic 
response 

Reconfigurable Logic Gates as a function 
of amplitude VAC , noise or system parameters 

1 
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Description in terms of nonlinear stochastic dynamics 

The nonlinear stochastic dynamics 
model 

0            0             0 
1            1             0 
1            0             1 
2            1             1 

Out 

  1 

1 
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The nonlinear stochastic dynamics 
model 

0            0             0 
1            1             0 
1            0             1 
2            1             1 

Out 

  1 

Description in terms of nonlinear stochastic dynamics 
1 
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The nonlinear stochastic dynamics 
model 

0            0             0 
1            1             0 
1            0             1 
2            1             1 

Out 

  0 

Description in terms of nonlinear stochastic dynamics 

Noise tollerance 

1 

Patent: Y-branch nonlinear magnetic field sensor (Y-MAG) 

Bistable dynamics affected by B 

Noise driven sensors 2 

Bistable!
transducer 

RTD 

Detection  
test 

- Noise Activated Nonlinear Dynamic Sensors, L. Gammaitoni; A.R. Bulsara , Physical Review 
Letters, 88, 23, (2002) 
- Magnetic-field-controlled noise-activated switching in a nonlinear three-terminal nanojunction, F. 
Hartmann; D. Hartmann; P. Kowalzik; L. Gammaitoni; A. Forchel; L. Worschech; , Applied Physics 
Letters, 96, 082108, p.3, (2010)  

31 

Random vibrations energy harvesting 3 

FET proactive ICT Call 5 (FP7-ICT-2009-5) 
Work programme topic addressed  
8.6 Towards Zero-Power ICT 

Wireless sensor networks!

Present  
(cubic centimeter) 

Future  
(cubic sub-millimeter 
sub-micrometer) 

There is a strong link to ICT applications 3 

Self-powered means energetically autonomous devices capable of harvesting energy from the 
environment.  

Different approaches: 
1)  Energy produced in one central place: battery-like 
2)  Energy produced when and where available (and locally stored) 
3)  Energy produced on-board when and where necessary 



Unlimited source of free energy, 
readily available for multiple 
uses… 

3 
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Reality is slightly more 
complex… 

Energy res. 

Transduction sys. 

Available energy 

Dissipated energy 

3 

35 

Energy budget 

Energy res. 

Energy in 
the transd. 

Coupling/dynamic properties 

Available 

Dissipative properties 

Transduction properties 

Heat sink 

3 
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Where: 

! 

U(x) Represents the Energy stored 

! 

"˙ x Accounts for the Energy dissipated 

! 

c(x,V ) Accounts for the Energy transduced 

! 

" z Accounts for the input Energy 

Dynamical model 

! 

m˙ ̇ x = " dU(x)
dx

" #˙ x " c(x,V ) + $ z

! 

˙ V = F( ˙ x ,V )
Details depend on the 
physics… 

3 
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Transduction mechanisms 

Piezoelectric: dynamical strain is converted into voltage 
difference. 

1 

Capacitive: geometrical variations induce voltage 
difference 2 

Inductive: dynamical oscillations of magnets 
induce electric current in coils 3 

3 
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Linear systems 

Ambient 
energy 

Electric 
power 

The transfer function is a math function of the frequency, in the complex 
domain, that can be used to represent the performance of a linear system 

For a linear system the transfer function presents one or more peeks 
corresponding to the resonace frequencies and thus it is efficient mainly 
when the incoming energy is abundant in that regions… 

This is a serious limitation when you want to build a small energy harvesting 
system… 

3 
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For two main reasons… 

the frequency spectrum of available vibrations instead of being 
sharply peaked at some frequency is usually very broad. 

The frequency spectrum of available vibrations is particularly 
rich in energy in the low frequency part… and it is very difficult, 
if not impossible, to build small low-frequency resonant 
systems… 

Acoustic noise – quiete working env. 

3 

Whish list for the perfect vibration harvester 

1)  Capable of harvesting energy on a broad-band 
2)  No need for frequency tuning 
3)  Capable of harvesting energy at low frequency 

1)  Non-resonant system 
2)  “Transfer function” with wide frequency resp. 
3)  Low frequency operated  

25 µm thick 
1 mm high 
Freq. 10 KHz 

GO  NONLINEAR !!! 

http://www.nipslab.org/node/1676 
Nonlinear Energy Harvesting, F. Cottone; H. Vocca; L. Gammaitoni  , Physical Review Letters, 102, 080601 (2009) 

3 
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Brownian motors 4 

noise harvesting, 
noise-powered small devices 

R. Feynman 

Brownian motors 4 

D. G. Grier et al, Appl. Phys. 
Lett., 82, 3985 (2003).        

Z. Siwy and A. Fulinski, Phys. 
Rev. Lett. 89, 198103 (2002). 

F Renzoni et al, Phys. Rev. Lett. 
95, 073003 (2005). 

 Suitability for ICT and FET / Long-term Vision 

We propose:  
to address the problem at a very fundamental level:  
-  what are the basic mechanisms behind the heat production?  
-  How can we take advantage of the fluctuations instead of avoiding them?  
-  How the physics of the heat and charge transport can be merged with the phonon 
engineering in order to advance the computing tasks?  

It is not simply an incremental progress toward the reduction of heat production in 
room temperature conductors or new technology beyond CMOS.  

It is a new, visionary approach that challenges the very basic foundation of 
thermodynamics. We propose to understand the dissipative mechanisms at 
nanoscale with the aim at setting the bases for a new thermodynamics of ICT devices.  

Presently:  
the main effort is aimed at cooling down the heat produced during computation with 
specific attention to the charge transport on one hand and on the other hand on 
reducing the voltage operating levels up to the point of not compromising the error 
rate due to voltage fluctuations.  
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 Target Outcome / Expected Impact 

The specific outcome of research in this area will cover the following results: 

- the significant decrease of the power needed by the most common ICT devices 
- an extension of the laws of thermodynamics to nanoscale systems 
- a fundamental physics description of the processes related to heat dissipation  
- the growth of a novel field related to phonon engineering for ICT applications 
- the experimental realization of reversible logic gates 
- the realization of ICT in-body, ICT in-civil system and transport vehicles  

The expected impact in 10 years would be the growth of the bases for a new 
technology based on nanoscale devices that harness thermal fluctuations and 
process information with reduced power. 

The expected impact in 20 years would be the production of new very low power 
ICT devices that are energetically autonomous with respect to a centralized 
power system.  

10  

20  
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www.nipslab.org/summerschool 


